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Abstract
Two-dimensional superfluidity and quantum turbulence are directly connected to
the microscopic dynamics of quantized vortices. However, surface effects have
prevented direct observations of coherent vortex dynamics in strongly-interacting
two-dimensional systems. Here, we overcome this challenge by confining a two-
dimensional droplet of superfluid helium at microscale on the atomically-smooth
surface of a silicon chip. An on-chip optical microcavity allows laser-initiation
of vortex clusters and nondestructive observation of their decay in a single shot.
Coherent dynamics dominate, with thermal vortex diffusion suppressed by six
orders-of-magnitude. This establishes a new on-chip platform to study emergent
phenomena in strongly-interacting superfluids, test astrophysical dynamics such as
those in the superfluid core of neutron stars in the laboratory, and construct quantum
technologies such as precision inertial sensors.
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Strongly-interacting many-body quantum systems exhibit rich behaviours of significance
to areas ranging from superconductivity [1] to quantum computation [2, 3], astrophysics [4–6],
and even string theory [7]. The first example of such a behaviour, superfluidity, was discovered
more than eighty years ago in cryogenically cooled liquid helium-4 [8]. Quite remarkably, it
was found to persist even in thin two-dimensional films [9], for which the well-known Mermin-
Wagner theorem precludes condensation into a superfluid phase in the thermodynamic limit [10].
This apparent contradiction was resolved by Berezinskii, Kosterlitz and Thouless (BKT), who
predicted that quantized vortices allow a topological phase transition into superfluidity [11,12]. It
is now recognized that quantized vortices also dominate much of the out-of-equilibrium dynamics
of two-dimensional superfluids, such as quantum turbulence [13].
Recently, laser control and imaging of vortices in ultracold gases [14, 15] and semiconductor
exciton-polariton systems [16,17] has provided rich capabilities to study superfluid dynamics [18]
including, for example, the formation of collective vortex dipoles with negative temperature and
large-scale order [19, 20] as predicted by Lars Onsager seventy years ago [21]. However, these
experiments are generally limited to the regime of weak interactions, where the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation provides a microscopic model of the dynamics of the superfluid. The regime of strong
interactions can be reached by tuning the atomic scattering length in ultracold gases [22, 23].
However, technical challenges have limited investigations of nonequilibrium phenomena [22].
The strongly-interacting regime defies a microscopic theoretical treatment and is the relevant
regime for superfluid helium as well as for astrophysical superfluid phenomena such as pulsar
glitches [24] and superfluidity of the quark-gluon plasma in the early universe [6]. The vortex
dynamics in this regime are typically predicted using phenomenological vortex models. However,
whether the vortices should have inertia [25, 26], the precise nature of the forces they experience
due to the normal component of the fluid [27], and how to treat dissipation given the non-local
nature of the vortex flow fields [28, 29] all remain unclear. Moreover, point-vortex modelling
offers limited insight into the process of vortex creation and annihilation, which are crucial to
understand the dynamics of topological phase transitions.
Here, we report the observation of coherent vortex dynamics in a strongly-interacting two-
dimensional superfluid. We achieve this by developing a microscale photonic platform to
initialize vortex clusters in two-dimensional helium-4 on a silicon chip, confine them, and image
their spatial distribution over time. Our experiments characterize vortex distributions via their
interactions with resonant sound waves, leveraging ultraprecise sensing methods from cavity
optomechanics [30–33]. Microscale confinement greatly enhances the vortex-sound interactions,
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and enables resolution of the dynamics of few-vortex clusters in a single-shot and tracked over
many minutes, as they interact, dissipate energy and annihilate. We observe evaporative heating
where the annihilation of low-energy vortices causes an increase in the kinetic energy of the
remaining free vortices. Strikingly, these annihilation events draw energy out of a background
flow, causing a net increase in free-vortex kinetic energy as the system evolves.
Our experiments verify a thirty-year-old prediction that the vortex diffusivity should become
exceptionally small when operating at temperatures far below the BKT transition [28], yielding
a diffusivity six orders-of-magnitude lower than has been observed previously for unpinned
vortices in superfluid helium films [28]. As a consequence, the system operates well within
the regime of coherent vortex dynamics, with the timescale for dissipation found to exceed
the coherent evolution time by more than five orders-of-magnitude. The on-chip platform
reported here provides a new technology to explore the dynamics of phase transitions and
quantum turbulence in strongly-interacting superfluids, and to study how such fluids evolve
towards thermal equilibrium and how they dissipate energy. It may also allow new phenomena
to be engineered through strong sound-vortex interactions, and the development of superfluid
matter-wave circuitry on a silicon chip.
1 Interactions with sound allow vortex imaging
The interaction between light and vortices is extremely weak in two-dimensional helium due
to the few-nanometer film thickness, A˚ngstro¨m-scale of vortex cores, and the exceedingly low
refractive index of superfluid helium. This precludes direct optical imaging techniques similar
to those used to image vortex dynamics in bulk three-dimensional helium [34]. Instead, in our
experiments the vortex dynamics are tracked via their influence on sound waves. The vortices
and sound waves co-exist in a thin superfluid helium film. They are geometrically confined on
the bottom surface of a microtoroidal cavity which supports optical whispering gallery modes
and is held above a silicon substrate on a pedestal. Figure 1 illustrates the interactions between
vortices (Fig. 1A) and sound modes (Fig. 1B) confined to the surface of a disk. The sound modes
are third-sound [9] – surface waves analogous to shallow-water waves but with a restoring force
provided by the van der Waals interaction with the substrate. They are well described by resonant
Bessel modes of the first kind, which are characterized by their radial m and azimuthal n mode
numbers [35].
The vortex flow field causes Doppler shifts of the frequencies of the sound modes, lifting
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Figure 1: Vortex-sound interactions on a disk. Confinement of both vortices (A) and sound (B) within
the same microscale domain enhances the vortex-sound interaction rate. Vortices and sound couple via their
flow fields, as shown in (C). Surface color: sound mode amplitude profile; blue lines: vortex streamlines.
The red dot represents a vortex offset from the disk origin by distance r. (D) Normalized frequency
splitting per vortex for sound modes (m,n) = (1, 3), (1, 5) and (1, 8) calculated via finite-element
modelling [37], with their respective spatial profiles. The inset schematically depicts the vortex-induced
splitting ∆f between clockwise and counter-clockwise sound modes in the presence of a CW vortex.
the degeneracy between clockwise and counter-clockwise waves (Fig. 1C&D) [36, 37]. The
magnitude of the frequency shift induced by a vortex depends both on its position and on the
spatial profile of the sound mode, as shown for several modes in Fig. 1D. Despite the strong
interactions between helium atoms, the phase coherence and incompressibility of the superfluid
combine to ensure linearity in our experiments. As such, the total flow field of a vortex cluster
is given by the linear superposition of the flow of each constituent vortex. The total splitting
between counter-rotating sound modes is then equal to the sum of the splittings generated by
each vortex. We exploit this linearity, combined with the vortex-position dependent interaction
and simultaneous measurements of splitting on several sound modes, to characterize the spatial
distribution of vortex clusters in a manner analogous to experiments that use multiple cantilever
eigenmodes to image the distribution of deposited nanoparticles [38].
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2 Nonequilibrium vortex clusters can be generated with laser
light
Figure 2A shows a schematic of the experiment. The microtoroid is placed inside a sealed
sample chamber within a closed-cycle 3He cryostat and optically excited via an optical nanofiber.
The sample chamber is filled with 4He gas which, upon cooling across the superfluid critical
temperature, condenses into a superfluid film of thickness d ∼ 7.5 nm, coating the inside of the
chamber including the optical microcavity [32, 39]. Motion of the superfluid film manifests as
fluctuations of the phase of light confined inside the cavity, which are resolved via balanced
homodyne detection implemented within a fiber interferometer [32]. Frequency analysis of the
output photocurrent reveals third-sound modes, with resonance frequencies in a good agreement
with the expected Bessel mode frequencies (Fig. 2A) [see sections S1 & S2 of Supplementary
Materials].
We find experimentally that vortex clusters can be optically initialized into a vortex dipole
in several ways, including pulsing the intensity of the injected laser to induce superfluid flow
via the ‘fountain effect’ [40], and optomechanical driving of low-frequency third-sound modes
via dynamical backaction [32]. Both of these techniques induce flow that exceeds the superfluid
critical velocity [40], triggering the generation of vortex pairs (Fig. 2B). In the presence of a
circular boundary, an ensemble of vortex pairs evolves into a metastable state characterized
at high energies by a large-scale negative-temperature Onsager vortex dipole [19, 21]. In our
case, the microtoroid pedestal introduces a deep potential that vortices can pin to [section S6
of Supplementary Materials], qualitatively modifying the physics. Vortices of one sign become
pinned, creating a macroscopic circulation, while the others evolve into a free-orbiting metastable
cluster [section S3.2 of Supplementary Materials]. As is the case without a pinning site, this
metastable state is a negative-temperature vortex dipole. We will see, however, that its dynamics
displays qualitatively different features.
The timescale within which a metastable state is reached can be estimated from the charac-
teristic turnover time for internal rearrangement of the free-vortex cluster, τ ∼ r2c/Nκ, where N
is the number of free vortices, rc is the radius of the cluster, and κ = h/mHe is the circulation
quantum, with mHe being the mass of a helium atom and h Planck’s constant [41] [section S3.2
of Supplementary Materials]. Taking the case of two free vortices separated by the disk radius
R = 30µm provides an upper bound to the turnover time of τ . 5 ms. This is substantially
faster than both the dissipation of the system and the temporal resolution of our measurements.
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Figure 2: Laser initialization and observation of vortex clusters. (A) Experimental set-up: balanced
homodyne detection scheme implemented within a fiber interferometer. FBS: fiber beam splitter, PD:
photodetector. Inset: scanning electron microscope image of the microtoroidal optical cavity used in
the experiments. Scale bar: 20 µm. (B) Sketch of the vortex generation process. (C) Splittings of
(m,n) = (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5), (1, 7) and (1, 8) third-sound modes immediately after the initialization
process. Spatial amplitude profiles of the split modes are shown as insets. Red bars mark the theoretically
computed splittings right after the system initialization. Grey spectra correspond to the unperturbed third-
sound modes without vortex ensemble initialization. The residual splitting in these unperturbed spectra is
due to irregularities in the circularity of the microtoroid that break the degeneracy between standing-wave
Bessel modes [32]. We accounted for these in data processing [section S1.2 of Supplementary Materials].
(D) Three exemplar metastable distributions showing the effects of dissipation and annihilation. The
colormap indicates the free-vortex probability density.
Consequently, the vortex cluster can be well approximated to exist in a metastable state through-
out its evolution, with this state modified continuously by dissipation and in discrete steps by
vortex annihilation events.
Each possible metastable state is uniquely characterized by the number of free vortices,
kinetic energy and angular momentum. It has been shown previously that stirring superfluid
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helium in an annulus generates a ring of free vortices [42]. Assuming our initialization process
produces such a ring allows the parameter space to be reduced to vortex number and kinetic
energy. Performing point-vortex simulations for vortex configurations initially arranged in a ring,
and varying both the ring radii and vortex number, we determine the possible metastable vortex
distributions as a function of these two parameters [section S3.2 of Supplementary Materials]. In
their metastable state, the free vortices exist in an orbiting horse-shoe shaped cluster separated
from the origin, as illustrated in Fig. 2D. Together with the macroscopic circulation, this forms
a vortex dipole with separation that shrinks as the system dissipates kinetic energy and grows
when vortices are annihilated (see Fig. 2D).
3 Vortex clusters evolve coherently
To determine the instantaneous metastable vortex distribution from a single continuous mea-
surement, we generate a nonequilibrium vortex cluster by optically initiating supercritical flow.
We then simultaneously measure the frequency shifts induced on several third-sound modes
(Fig. 2C) as the cluster evolves over time. Using the vortex-position dependent splitting function
∆f(r) (see Fig. 1D), the frequency shifts expected on the (m,n) = (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5), (1, 7),
(1, 8) third-sound modes are computed for each possible metastable distribution and compared
to the observed shifts. This allows us to ascertain both the metastable state that most closely
matches the observed frequency shifts at a given time, as well as the range of metastable states
for which the shifts are statistically indistinguishable.
Figure 2C shows the observed frequency shifts at the start of the measurement run, just after
the vortex cluster has been initialized. As shown by the vertical red bars, we find an excellent
agreement between the observed frequency splittings and those obtained with the optimal
metastable distribution. Moreover, we find that the statistical uncertainty in the vortex number
and kinetic energy is relatively small. We identify the initial metastable vortex distribution as a
vortex dipole either containing 17 free vortices with a total kinetic energy of Ktotal = 7.8+0.6−0.3 aJ,
or 16 vortices with Ktotal = 8.3+0.2−0.6 aJ. We are also able to determine the dipole separation,
which in the case of 17 vortices is found to be 7.1+1.3−0.7µm [see section S4 of Supplementary
Materials].
Continuously monitoring the superfluid sound modes reveals that their splitting decays over
a time-scale on the order of minutes (Fig. 3). The observed splittings are well characterized by a
metastable vortex dipole throughout this entire decay process. By contrast, they are inconsistent
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Figure 3: Temporal dynamics of vortex-induced symmetry-breaking between sound waves. Ex-
perimental splitting decay of the (m,n) = (1, 8), (1, 7), (1, 5), (1, 4) and (1, 3) third-sound modes
(top-to-bottom traces respectively) caused by the decay of the vortex dipole. The raw data was recorded on
a high bandwidth, high memory-depth oscilloscope. In this run, six continuous measurements were taken,
separated by data-saving periods each of approximately ten seconds. Inset: sketch of the decay process.
Red: quantized circulation around the pedestal reduces due to annihilation events. Light blue: orbiting
free-vortex cluster spirals towards the origin due to dissipation. Note that the dissipation is exaggerated in
this sketch for clarity.
with other vortex dynamics models such as expansion of a single-sign vortex cluster due to
either vortex-vortex interactions or diffusive hopping between pinning sites [section S4 of
Supplementary Materials].
The kinetic energy and free-vortex number of the metastable state are shown as a function
of time for a single-shot in Fig. 4A&B (blue curves). As one might expect, the total kinetic
energy of the dipole decays continuously with time over a period of around a minute. This decay
time is comparable to previous non-spatially resolved measurements of the decay of a persistent
current [43]. In our experiments, the decay is accompanied by a reduction in the number of free
vortices, as vortex-vortex interactions and dissipation drive vortices into the centre of the disk
where they can annihilate with quanta of circulation of opposite sign pinned to the pedestal. These
dynamics are supported by point-vortex simulations (Fig. 4C&D), which show good quantitative
agreement with only the dimensionless dissipation coefficient γ as a fitting parameter. The
dissipation coefficient quantifies the ratio of coherent to dissipative timescales in the superfluid
dynamics, and was found to be γ ∼ 2 × 10−6 [section S3.3 of Supplementary Materials]. It
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has generally been thought that fast dissipative processes would preclude the observation of
coherent dynamics in superfluid helium films. However, our experiments show that this is not
the case in general, with coherent dynamics dominating by more than five orders-of-magnitude.
Indeed, the dissipation coefficient obtained here is competitive with the best ultracold atom
experiments, which typically achieve γ ∼ 5× 10−4 [19,44]. The agreement between experiment
and theory indicates that, within experimental uncertainties, the vortex dynamics are consistent
with a simple point vortex model including local phenomenological dissipation, and without the
need to introduce inertia to the vortex cores [25, 26] or an Iordanskii force between vortices and
the normal component of the fluid [27].
4 Nonequilibrium vortex dynamics is observed in a single-
shot
The pinning of vortices on the microtoroid pedestal results in a macroscopic circulation, as
discussed above. The kinetic energy associated with the free vortices is given byKfree = Ktotal−
Kpinned, where Kpinned = ρd(Nκ)2 ln (R/rp) /4pi is the kinetic energy of the macroscopic
circulation alone, with ρ = 145 kg/m3 being the density of superfluid helium and rp ∼ 1µm the
radius of the pedestal. It is shown for both our experimental data and simulations by the red
curves in Fig. 4A&C. During the first minute of evolution it is negative and, notably, increases
with time. The dynamics are characterized by steps up in energy during vortex annihilation
events, interspersed with a continuous dissipative decay.
The negativity of the free-vortex energy can be understood by considering the interference
between the flow fields of a free-vortex and the macroscopic circulation. While the high flow
velocity near the core of a free-vortex introduces kinetic energy, the vortex flow field also cancels
a component of the background flow. For a sufficiently large circulation, this cancellation
effect dominates, leading to an overall negative energy cost to introducing the vortex cluster
[section S6.2 of Supplementary Materials].
The increase in free-vortex energy over time can be explained by considering the process of
vortex annihilation in a macroscopic background flow. To annihilate, a free vortex must reach the
pedestal, where its contribution to the total kinetic energy is at a minimum. To do this, it gives
up kinetic energy to the remaining free vortices. This process of removing low energy vortices
has been described as evaporative heating [45], in analogy to evaporative cooling of ultracold
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atomic ensembles [46]. However, while standard evaporative heating can explain a per-vortex
increase in kinetic energy [20], its effect is to reduce the net free-vortex kinetic energy [20]. The
physics is modified here by the presence of a macroscopic background flow. The annihilation
of a free vortex with a pinned circulation quanta cancels a component of this flow, reducing its
kinetic energy while leaving the total kinetic energy essentially unchanged, as can be seen by the
lack of discrete steps in the blue curves of Fig. 4A&C. We see, therefore, that annihilation events
increase the kinetic energy of the free-vortex cluster by drawing energy out of the background
flow. This pushes the cluster outwards to a higher separation, as illustrated by the metastable
states just prior to, and after, an annihilation event in insets i and ii of Fig. 4A. At later times,
dissipation causes the separation to decay as shown in inset iii.
As well as allowing the observation of evaporative heating in a single continuous shot,
our experiments allow the diffusivity D of vortices to be established in a new regime for two-
dimensional superfluid helium. Substantial research efforts have been devoted to understanding
vortex diffusivity via its effect on the damping and resonance frequency of a mechanical res-
onator [28] and on the attenuation of third-sound [47], particularly in the context of dynamic
corrections to the BKT transition. However, those experiments could only interrogate the fluid at
temperatures within a few tens of millikelvin of the BKT transition, where the diffusivity is large
enough to provide an unambiguous signal. In contrast, our experiments allow the diffusivity
to be characterized at a superfluid temperature T ∼ 500 mK, far below the BKT transition
temperature of around 1 K, where the superfluid fraction exponentially approaches unity. We
obtain a value of D = kBTγ/ρdκ ∼ 100 nm2 s−1, where T ∼ 500 mK is the superfluid film
temperature and kB is the Boltzmann constant. This diffusivity is six orders-of-magnitude below
previous measurements where the vortex dynamics is not dominated by pinning [28], and verifies
predictions made over thirty years ago that the diffusivity should be exceedingly small at low
temperatures [28].
5 Concluding perspectives
The experiments reported here were enabled by the greatly enhanced vortex-vortex, vortex-
sound, and sound-light interactions provided by microscale confinement. Interactions with
strong pinning sites have previously prevented the observation of coherent vortex dynamics in
two-dimensional superfluid helium [36]. In our experiments, vortex-vortex interactions dominate
due to the increased confinement and atomically smooth surface of the device. The smoothness
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Figure 4: Single-shot evolution of vortex-cluster metastable states. (A) Decay of the total kinetic
energy Ktotal (blue curve) and increase of the kinetic energy of the free-vortex cluster Kfree (red curve).
Insets: quasi-equilibrium vortex distributions at times indicated by the vertical dashed lines. The first two
quasi-equilibrium distributions are taken, respectively, just before and just after the 13-to-12 annihilation
event. (B) Experimentally determined decay of the vortex number. Vertical dashed lines correspond
to times in (A). Note that, while this data displays steps in the vortex number, this is a feature of our
analysis which minimizes the root-mean-square uncertainty only over discrete vortex number. While
our experiments approach single vortex resolution, the continuous variation of vortex-induced splitting
with time precludes direct unambiguous observation of individual steps in the splitting due to the creation
or annihilation of vortices [37]. (C) Ktotal decay (blue curve) and Kfree increase (red curve) extracted
from the point-vortex simulation, showing very good agreement with the experimental results in (A).
(D) Point-vortex simulation of the vortex number decay. In all traces the shaded area corresponds to a
one-standard-deviation uncertainty.
of the surface results in a conservative upper bound to the vortex unpinning velocity of 0.2 cm/s
[section S5 of Supplementary Materials], three orders-of-magnitude lower than previous ex-
periments [36]. As such, vortex-vortex interactions dominate even for the smallest possible
clusters containing only two vortices. Furthermore, a four-order-of-magnitude enhancement in
vortex-sound interactions compared to earlier experiments [36,48] allows resolution approaching
11
the single-vortex level. Together, these capabilities provide a new tool for future study of the
rich dynamics of strongly-interacting two-dimensional superfluids on a silicon chip.
The ability to nondestructively track vortex dynamics in a single shot opens the prospect to
explore out-of-equilibrium dynamics and stochastic noise-driven processes that are challenging
to study with other techniques [17, 49]. It also promises to resolve contentious aspects of vortex
dynamics in strongly-interacting superfluids, such as dissipation/diffusion models [28,29], vortex
inertia [25, 26] and the Iordanskii force [27]. Furthermore, while the experiments reported here
were performed with a relatively small number of vortices, the A˚ngstro¨m-scale of the vortex
core in helium-4 will enable the future research on the dynamics of ensembles of thousands
of vortices, a regime well outside current capabilities with cold atom and exciton-polariton
superfluids [41]. This could allow emergent phenomena in two-dimensional turbulence to be
explored, such as the inverse energy cascade [41, 50] and anomalous hydrodynamics [51, 52].
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S1 Experimental details
Our experimental system consists of a whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) microtoroidal optical
cavity placed inside a vacuum- and superfluid-tight sample chamber at the base of a closed-
cycle 3He cryostat. The sample chamber is filled with 4He gas, with a pressure P = 70 mTorr
at temperature T = 2.9 K. Cooling down across the superfluid phase transition temperature
condenses the 4He gas into a few-nm-thick superfluid film, which coats the inside of the sample
chamber and the optical microcavity [1]. For the 4He gas pressure used in the experiment (70
mTorr) the superfluid phase transition temperature is around 1 K. The experiment is carried out
at T = 500 mK, with a 7.5 nm superfluid film thickness. More experimental details are available
in reference [1] and its supplementary information. The microcavity is fabricated from a wafer
made of a 2 µm thick thermal oxide layer grown atop a silicon substrate. The high-quality
thermally grown oxide ensures that both top and bottom surfaces of the fabricated resonator
have typically < 1 nm RMS roughness [2], leading to reduced vortex pinning (see section S5).
The silica microtoroid is isolated from the silicon substrate atop a silicon pedestal [1]. Light
from a NKT Photonics (Koheras Adjustik) fibre laser with wavelength λ = 1555.065 nm is
evanescently coupled into a resonator WGM (linewidth κ/2pi ≈ 22 MHz) via a tapered fibre.
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Superfluid film motion modulates the effective optical path length for the light confined to the
periphery of the microcavity [1,3]. This modulation manifests as fluctuations on the optical phase
which are resolved via balanced homodyne detection (New Focus 1817) implemented within a
fiber interferometer. The photocurrent is recorded with an Agilent Technologies MSO7104A
oscilloscope with a sampling rate of 2 MHz.
S1.1 Monitoring of the vortex-induced frequency splitting
In order to display the frequency splitting evolution data shown in Figure 3 of the main text,
we record the balanced-detector photocurrent with an oscilloscope. The acquired data consists
of 6 consecutive traces, separated by short gaps corresponding to the data saving time. Each
trace is 50 s long and contains 100 million points (sampling rate 2 MHz). Each 50 s trace is then
broken down into 125 bins, each 0.4 s long. We Fourier-transform each bin in order to obtain
6× 125 = 750 third-sound power spectra, as shown in Fig. S1(A). We fit each tracked sound
mode with a double-peaked Lorentzian function in order to acquire the frequency separation
between the split peaks, see Fig. S1(C). This allows us to plot the frequency splitting for the five
tracked sound modes as a function of time, with 750 time steps during the 360 s experimental
decay process.
S1.2 Geometric contribution to sound splitting
Small departures from circular symmetry of the resonator, for instance induced by the CO2 laser
reflow process used to form the microtoroid [1], may split the third sound modes even in the
absence of vortices in the superfluid film. This geometric splitting [4, 5] of the sound modes
is analogous to the roughness-induced optical doublet splitting well known in high-Q optical
microcavities.
In our experiment, most sound modes exhibit some small (< 1 kHz) degree of geometric
splitting [1]. This splitting is easily distinguishable from vortex-induced splitting, as it is of
smaller magnitude, constant in time, and can be determined by observing the native splitting
present when repeatedly cycling through the superfluid transition temperature. To account for
it, we remove its contribution to the total splitting ∆ftotal in order to isolate the vortex-induced
contribution ∆fvortex using the following relationship [4]:
∆fvortex =
√
∆f 2total −∆f 2geo (1)
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The data presented in Figure 3 of the main text corresponds to the vortex-induced splitting, with
the geometric splitting contribution removed.
S2 Third-sound mode identification
Figure S1(A) shows a power spectrum of the microcavity transmitted light, revealing the presence
of multiple superfluid third-sound modes. Correct identification of the sound modes is important
in order to ascertain how each sound mode is differently affected by the presence of vortices
[5]. As we discuss in section S2.1 below, the presence of the pedestal has a negligible effect
on the sound eigenfrequencies, such that the experimental spectrum can be fitted with the
eigenfrequencies of a disk resonator. These are Bessel modes of the first kind, identified by their
(m,n) mode numbers, which respectively correspond to the mode’s azimuthal and radial order
(see section S2.1.3).
We find that our experimental spectrum can be well reproduced by the eigenfrequencies of a
30 µm radius disk resonator with free boundary conditions and a 7.5 nm film thickness1, with
typical frequency discrepancies on the order of a percent [3]. Note that the frequency spacing of
higher-order Bessel modes is not harmonic, which allows us to discriminate between free and
fixed boundary conditions [3].
Rotationally invariant third-sound modes (m = 0) are most efficient at modulating the
effective optical path length of the resonator [3, 6], and thus generally have the highest optome-
chanical coupling rate and hence the largest signal-to-noise ratio in the power spectrum. This is
indeed what we observe, with the fundamental ‘drumhead’ (0,1) Bessel mode having the largest
signal-to-noise ratio in the experiments, see Fig. S1(A). Rotationally invariant modes, however,
cannot be decomposed on the basis of clockwise and counterclockwise propagating modes. As
such, we do not expect these modes to display any vortex-induced splitting [5]. Again, this is
what we observe, with the (0,1) mode remaining unperturbed by the vortex generation process,
while the (1,3), (1,4), (1,5), (1,7) and (1,8) modes all exhibit splitting, as seen in Fig. S1(A).
1The film thickness (via its influence on the speed of sound) is used as the sole fitting parameter to match the
Bessel mode spectrum. The fitted value of film thickness (7.5 nm) is in good agreement with values extracted from
the optical cavity frequency shift [1].
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Figure S1: (A) Third-sound power spectrum. The five sound modes monitored in the experiments are
highlighted in red. The red bars are positioned at the theoretically predicted sound eigenfrequencies of
a 30 µm radius disk resonator with free boundary conditions and a 7.5 nm film thickness [3], in good
agreement with the experimental frequencies. Note that mode (1,6) is not used in the experiments, as its
proximity to another sound mode precludes reliable peak fitting. (B) Surface deformation profiles of the 6
sound modes labelled in (A). (C) Example of the mode splitting decay observed in the experiments. The
three panels show, from left to right, the splitting decay of mode (1,7) as the experiment progresses. Red
line: double Lorentzian peak-fit to the data.
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Mode fdisk (Hz) fannulus (Hz) ∆fdisk (Hz) ∆fannulus (Hz) ferror (%) ∆ferror (%)
(0,1) 57318 57426 - - 0.19 -
(1,6) 269484 267301 193.3 188.3 0.81 2.6
(1,8) 363633 360127 261.8 256.7 0.96 1.95
Table S1: Comparison table for the eigenfrequencies and splitting in a disk vs annular geometry. Frequency
and splitting values quoted for the eigenmodes of a 30 micron radius disk / a 30 micron outer radius
annulus (see eigenmodes in Figure S2). Frequency values are quoted for a 10 nm thick superfluid film.
The frequency error (ferror) and splitting error (∆ferror) are typically quite small, below 3 %. Modes
with m = 0 cannot be decomposed in the basis of clockwise and counter-clockwise rotating modes and
experience therefore no splitting.
S2.1 Influence of pedestal on third-sound modes
Here we consider the influence of the silica microtoroid’s silicon pedestal on the superfluid
helium sound eigenmodes on the underside of the toroid (S2.1.1), as well as the pedestal’s
influence on the splitting experienced by these sound waves (S2.1.2).
S2.1.1 Mechanical frequency
Using the Finite Element Method (FEM) techniques outlined in reference [5], we compare the
sound eigenfrequencies on an annular domain with free-free boundary conditions at the edge of
the disk as well at the level of the pedestal, to the eigenfrequencies on a simple disk geometry
of same outer radius. The results are summarized in Table S1. The effect of the pedestal on
the third sound frequencies is negligible, typically less than one percent. This is because the
presence of the pedestal does not significantly alter the sound eigenmode shapes, as shown for
three different eigenmodes in Figure S11 and discussed in S2.1.3.
S2.1.2 Mode frequency splitting
Similarly, we compare the sound mode frequency splitting ∆f due to a vortex at the center of
a disk geometry to the splitting due to a persistent current around the pedestal in an annular
domain. The results are also summarized in Table S1. These values are computed using the
finite element simulation techniques outlined in reference [5]. The splitting differences are again
small, typically below 3%. For this reason, it is reasonable to neglect the presence of the pedestal
and model the underside of the microtoroid as a circular disk resonator, so far as the mechanical
eigenmodes and the splitting they experience is concerned. (The presence of the pedestal is taken
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Figure S2: Leftmost image for both disk and annulus: calculated flow field due to quantized circulation
around a centered point-vortex (disk) or a persistent current around a pedestal with a 1.5 µm diameter
(annulus). Rightmost images: Out-of-plane displacement profile for three distinct sound eigenmodes.
Color code: Red=positive; blue=negative; green=no displacement. The (m,n) numbers respectively
correspond to the mode’s azimuthal and radial order, see Eqs. (2) and (3) in S2.1.3.
into account in the kinetic energy calculations discussed in section S6).
S2.1.3 Eigenmodes of a disk and annulus
Here we briefly describe the analytical expression of the superfluid third sound eigenmodes. The
eigenmodes on a disk are given by [3]:
ηm,n (r, θ) = η0 Jm
(
ζm,n
r
R
)
cos (mθ) , (2)
where ηm,n describes the out-of-plane deformation of the superfluid surface for the (m,n) mode
as a function of polar coordinates r and θ. The (m,n) numbers respectively correspond to the
mode’s azimuthal and radial order, and ζm,n is a frequency parameter depending on the mode
order and the boundary conditions. The eigenmodes on an annulus [3] are given by:
ηm,n (r, θ) = η0
(
Jm
(
ζm,n
r
R
)
+ αYm
(
ζm,n
r
R
))
cos (mθ) (3)
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Where Jm and Ym are respectively Bessel functions of the first and second kind of order m. For
small values rp  R, as is the case in our experiments, α 1 as Ym diverges at r = 0, and the
eigenmodes of the annulus are very close to those of the disk.
S3 Dissipative Point-Vortex Dynamics
Here we introduce the dissipative Point Vortex Model (PVM) discussed in the main text. We
employ this model in order to:
• Calculate the metastable quasi-equilibrium states of the system (sections S3.2 and S3.4).
• Provide a fit to our experimentally measured vortex decay dynamics and extract the
dissipation factor γ and diffusion coefficient D (section S3.3).
S3.1 Model
The motion of quantum vortices of circulation κj = sj h/m (with sj ∈ Z the vortex charge)
in a thin superfluid film of density ρs, thickness d, and temperature T can be described by the
equation of motion [7, 8]
dri
dt
= vis + C(vn − vis) + si
(
Dhρsd
mkBT
)
zˆ× (vn − vis). (4)
Here vn is the velocity of the normal fluid and vis is the local superfluid velocity, evaluated
at ri, excluding the self-divergent velocity field of the vortex at ri [8]. The parameters C and
D are phenomenological mutual friction coefficients, which originate from the scattering of
quasiparticles such as phonons, rotons, and ripplons by the vortex cores; these parameters
are dependent on temperature, film thickness, and the complex interactions of vortices with
defects in the substrate [7, 8]. Note that in the absence of friction, a vortex simply moves
with the local superfluid velocity, as in the case of ordinary point-vortex dynamics of an ideal
fluid [9]. The diffusion coefficientD is typically. ~/m near the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless
transition [8, 10], and decays algebraically below TBKT [11]. The constant C ranges between 0
and 1.
In our system the normal fluid is viscously clamped to the surface of the microtoroid [1] and
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we may therefore assume vn = 0, giving
dri
dt
= (1− C)vis − si γ (zˆ× vis). (5)
where we have defined the dimensionless dissipation coefficient γ = (Dhρsd/mkBT ). The
superfluid velocity vs generated by the vortices is determined by the Green’s function of the
domain [8]. Here we approximate the surface of the microtoroid as a hard-walled circular disk
of radius R. The velocity at vortex i is thus given in terms of the relative vortex positions as
vis =
1
2pi
∑
j 6=i
κj
r2ij
(
−yij
xij
)
+
1
2pi
∑
j
κ¯j
r¯2ij
(
−y¯ij
x¯ij
)
, (6)
where xij = xi − xj and, r2ij = x2ij + y2ij . The barred terms x¯ij = xi − x¯j , etc. correspond to
image vortices with κ¯j = −κj placed outside the disk at the inverse point r¯i = R2ri/|ri|2. These
fictitious image vortices enforce the boundary condition vs · nˆ|r=R = 0, i.e., the flow across the
boundary normal nˆ is zero at the boundary r = R.
The kinetic energy of the fluid can be expressed in terms of the relative vortex positions. In a
disk of radius R, the vortex Hamiltonian for N vortices with core size a0, is given by [12, 13]
H =− ρsd
4pi
N,N∑
i<j
κiκj ln
(
r2ij
Ra0
)
+
ρsd
4pi
N∑
i=1
κ2i ln
(
R2 − r2i
Ra0
)
+
ρsd
4pi
N,N∑
i<j
κiκj ln
(
R4 − 2R2ri · rj + r2i r2j
R3a0
)
. (7)
In the absence of friction (γ = C = 0), H generates the vortex dynamics, described in Eq. (6),
from Hamilton’s equations as
κi
dxi
dt
=
∂H
∂yi
, κi
dyi
dt
= −∂H
∂xi
. (8)
The parameter C is non-dissipative (it does not influence the relative distances between
vortices), and therefore does not contribute to the decay of the superflow [7]. We therefore set
C = 0. As shall be addressed later in section S3.3, we measure the dissipation factor to be on the
order of γ ∼ 10−6. As the dimensionless parameters γ and C originate from similar microscopic
processes, we expect that they would be of comparable magnitude, as is indeed the case in bulk
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superfluid helium [14–16]; since γ  1, the assumption (1− C) ≈ 1 is therefore a reasonable
approximation.
We add two phenomenological features to the model by hand:
• Pinning of vortices to the pedestal of the microtoroid. In our experiments, we infer a
large multi-quantum vortex is pinned to toroid’s pedestal. To model this, we assume rigid
pinning, forcing Eq. (5) to equal zero for the vortices pinned at the origin.
• Vortex-antivortex annihilation. Vortex-antivortex pairs in a superfluid annihilate once
they approach each other within a distance comparable to the core size [17], which is not
included in Eqs. 8. To account for the annihilation of free vortices in the orbiting cluster
with quantized circulation of the opposite sign trapped around the pedestal, we remove
a free vortex from the simulation when it reaches the radius of the pedestal, rp = R/30,
along with one quantum of circulation from the pedestal.
S3.2 Metastable States
As discussed in the main text, we find that a cluster of negative vortices that orbit the pinned
multi-quantum vortex quickly forms a metastable state. To show this, we evolve a cluster over
time without dissipation and find that the dipole moment, defined as
d ≡ |d| =
∣∣∣∣∣ 1N
N∑
i
si ri
∣∣∣∣∣, (9)
quickly becomes a non-zero constant and persists indefinitely. We run the system with zero
dissipation as the time scale of the coherent dynamics is approximately six orders of magnitude
smaller than the time scale of the dissipative dynamics. Hence we assume that the dissipative
dynamics do not affect the cluster’s tendency to form the metastable state. In Fig. (S3), we plot
the dipole moment for a cluster of 17 negative vortices, initialised in a ring of radius r0, in the
presence of a flow generated by a pinned κ = 17h/m vortex at the centre of the disk. Figure S3
shows that the dipole moment of the largest ring reaches a finite value within τ ∼ 20 ms. The
initial state of the experimental system after initialization (dipole separation ∼7 um), determined
by fitting the frequency splitting of all sound modes, is most closely described by the blue curve
in Fig. (S3). As can be seen here, the metastable state is reached within τ ∼ 5 ms, a timescale
much shorter than the observed decay of the splitting in the experiments (minutes). This value is
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Figure S3: Dipole moment of N = 17 vortex cluster, for vortices initialized in a ring formation of varying
initial radius r0. Each curve represents an average of 50 PVM simulation runs. The ring initialization
radius r0 is given here as a fraction of the disk radius R.
also consistent with the estimation based on the τ ∼ r2c/Nκ formula discussed in the main text.
As the system is in a microcanonical ensemble, only the energy, angular momentum, and
vortex number of the initial distribution define the metastable state. However, it has been shown
that stirring superfluid helium in an annular geometry leads to a ring of vortices [18]. As such,
we reduce here the parameter space that describes the metastable state to just kinetic energy, K,
and vortex number, N .
With this, we calculate the metastable states over the entire parameter space of (N,K). We
range the vortex number between N = 2 to N = 19 (as N = 1 corresponds to the trivial
case where the vortex simply orbits at a constant radius). For each cluster number, we vary the
radius of the ring from rp through R = 28.50 µm in steps of ∆R ' 0.1532 µm (which directly
correlates to incremental changes in kinetic energy), giving n = 180 metastable states for each
vortex number.
We characterize the metastable state by calculating the mean density of vortex positions over
the course of the simulation. As the vortices perform many orbits during a simulation, plotting
this in a fixed reference frame would produce a doughnut-shaped rotationally invariant-density
profile. In order to visualize the angular spread of the orbiting cluster, we instead go into a
frame rotating with the vortex cluster: at each time step, we rotate the cluster such that its dipole
moment lies along the y-axis. An example of this visualisation can be seen in Fig. S4(B).
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Figure S4: (A) Sample initial ring distribution where N = 16. Yellow dots correspond to the free vortices
in the system, which orbit around the pinned circulation in the center of the resonator (not shown here).
Red circle: resonator outer boundary. (B) Time-averaged metastable state over the entire simulation. At
each time step, the vortex cluster has been rotated such that the dipole moment lies along the y-axis.
S3.3 Implementation
We solve the system of equations in Eq. (5) to calculate the motion of vortices with energy
damping. We initialize the positions of the 17 negative vortices via a random uniform distribution
to form a ring, with the condition that the distribution must have a kinetic energy comparable
to the initial energy in the experiment (∼ 1 aJ). We simulate the dynamics of the system thirty
separate times with different initial vortex positions, each constrained by initial energy, with
dissipation γ = 0.03. In Fig. 4 C&D of the main text, a single simulation result is plotted (solid
blue line), with the light-blue shading representing one standard deviation on either side of the
mean in the thirty runs.
Since the free vortex cluster evolves slowly through quasi-equilibrium states, we find that
the macroscopic dynamics scale with the dissipation constant γ, as shown in Fig. (S5). Each
curve seen in Fig. (S5) is an average over 10 runs with different initial conditions. We expect
that scaling will improve at lower dissipation rates as the time scale of energy loss will be far
smaller than the time scale of coherent dynamics. As such, we choose a value of dissipation that
is larger than the experimental one, and scale the results accordingly to best fit the experimental
data, rescaling γ in the process. This is necessary due to increasingly large simulation times
for decreasing γ. We calculate the motion of vortices in time units of mR2/~. Within our
simulations, we effectively run the system for approximately ∼ 50 ms. After scaling our results,
we find the experiment is consistent with a dissipation factor of γ ∼ 2 × 10−6, and hence a
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<latexit sha1_base64="U/wT/BjcxzXTRzQSdB2nfn5JPDk=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQS9C0YvHCvYD2qXMptk2NNldk2yhLP0dXjwo4tUf481/Y9ruQVsfDPN4b4ZMXpAIro3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NRxqihr0FjEqh2gZo JHrGG4EaydKIYyEKwVjO5mfmvMlOZx9GgmCfMlDiIecorGSn53gFIiuSFu1fV65Yptc5BV4uWkAjnqvfJXtx/TVLLIUIFadzw3MX6GynAq2LTUTTVLkI5wwDqWRiiZ9rP50V NyZpU+CWNlKzJkrv7eyFBqPZGBnZRohnrZm4n/eZ3UhNd+xqMkNSyii4fCVBATk1kCpM8Vo0ZMLEGquL2V0CEqpMbmVLIheMtfXiXNi6rnVr2Hy0rtNo+jCCdwCufgwRXU4B 7q0AAKT/AMr/DmjJ0X5935WIwWnHznGP7A+fwBfNqQlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U/wT/BjcxzXTRzQSdB2nfn5JPDk=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQS9C0YvHCvYD2qXMptk2NNldk2yhLP0dXjwo4tUf481/Y9ruQVsfDPN4b4ZMXpAIro3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NRxqihr0FjEqh2gZo JHrGG4EaydKIYyEKwVjO5mfmvMlOZx9GgmCfMlDiIecorGSn53gFIiuSFu1fV65Yptc5BV4uWkAjnqvfJXtx/TVLLIUIFadzw3MX6GynAq2LTUTTVLkI5wwDqWRiiZ9rP50V NyZpU+CWNlKzJkrv7eyFBqPZGBnZRohnrZm4n/eZ3UhNd+xqMkNSyii4fCVBATk1kCpM8Vo0ZMLEGquL2V0CEqpMbmVLIheMtfXiXNi6rnVr2Hy0rtNo+jCCdwCufgwRXU4B 7q0AAKT/AMr/DmjJ0X5935WIwWnHznGP7A+fwBfNqQlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U/wT/BjcxzXTRzQSdB2nfn5JPDk=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQS9C0YvHCvYD2qXMptk2NNldk2yhLP0dXjwo4tUf481/Y9ruQVsfDPN4b4ZMXpAIro3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NRxqihr0FjEqh2gZo JHrGG4EaydKIYyEKwVjO5mfmvMlOZx9GgmCfMlDiIecorGSn53gFIiuSFu1fV65Yptc5BV4uWkAjnqvfJXtx/TVLLIUIFadzw3MX6GynAq2LTUTTVLkI5wwDqWRiiZ9rP50V NyZpU+CWNlKzJkrv7eyFBqPZGBnZRohnrZm4n/eZ3UhNd+xqMkNSyii4fCVBATk1kCpM8Vo0ZMLEGquL2V0CEqpMbmVLIheMtfXiXNi6rnVr2Hy0rtNo+jCCdwCufgwRXU4B 7q0AAKT/AMr/DmjJ0X5935WIwWnHznGP7A+fwBfNqQlw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="U/wT/BjcxzXTRzQSdB2nfn5JPDk=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVQS9C0YvHCvYD2qXMptk2NNldk2yhLP0dXjwo4tUf481/Y9ruQVsfDPN4b4ZMXpAIro3rfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41NRxqihr0FjEqh2gZo JHrGG4EaydKIYyEKwVjO5mfmvMlOZx9GgmCfMlDiIecorGSn53gFIiuSFu1fV65Yptc5BV4uWkAjnqvfJXtx/TVLLIUIFadzw3MX6GynAq2LTUTTVLkI5wwDqWRiiZ9rP50V NyZpU+CWNlKzJkrv7eyFBqPZGBnZRohnrZm4n/eZ3UhNd+xqMkNSyii4fCVBATk1kCpM8Vo0ZMLEGquL2V0CEqpMbmVLIheMtfXiXNi6rnVr2Hy0rtNo+jCCdwCufgwRXU4B 7q0AAKT/AMr/DmjJ0X5935WIwWnHznGP7A+fwBfNqQlw==</latexit>
  = 0.03
<latexit sha1_base64="LlNOWUUcVAWgMwUuIb9RPtvQn1A=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krsq6EUoevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGJrtrki2Upb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDYR7vzZDJCxLBtXHdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnScKsrqNBaxagWome ARqxtuBGsliqEMBGsGw7up3xwxpXkcPZpxwnyJ/YiHnKKxkt/po5RIbohbcS+6pbJtM5Bl4uWkDDlq3dJXpxfTVLLIUIFatz03MX6GynAq2KTYSTVLkA6xz9qWRiiZ9rPZ0R NyapUeCWNlKzJkpv7eyFBqPZaBnZRoBnrRm4r/ee3UhNd+xqMkNSyi84fCVBATk2kCpMcVo0aMLUGquL2V0AEqpMbmVLQheItfXiaN84rnVryHy3L1No+jAMdwAmfgwRVU4R 5qUAcKT/AMr/DmjJwX5935mI+uOPnOEfyB8/kDf+KQmQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LlNOWUUcVAWgMwUuIb9RPtvQn1A=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krsq6EUoevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGJrtrki2Upb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDYR7vzZDJCxLBtXHdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnScKsrqNBaxagWome ARqxtuBGsliqEMBGsGw7up3xwxpXkcPZpxwnyJ/YiHnKKxkt/po5RIbohbcS+6pbJtM5Bl4uWkDDlq3dJXpxfTVLLIUIFatz03MX6GynAq2KTYSTVLkA6xz9qWRiiZ9rPZ0R NyapUeCWNlKzJkpv7eyFBqPZaBnZRoBnrRm4r/ee3UhNd+xqMkNSyi84fCVBATk2kCpMcVo0aMLUGquL2V0AEqpMbmVLQheItfXiaN84rnVryHy3L1No+jAMdwAmfgwRVU4R 5qUAcKT/AMr/DmjJwX5935mI+uOPnOEfyB8/kDf+KQmQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LlNOWUUcVAWgMwUuIb9RPtvQn1A=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krsq6EUoevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGJrtrki2Upb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDYR7vzZDJCxLBtXHdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnScKsrqNBaxagWome ARqxtuBGsliqEMBGsGw7up3xwxpXkcPZpxwnyJ/YiHnKKxkt/po5RIbohbcS+6pbJtM5Bl4uWkDDlq3dJXpxfTVLLIUIFatz03MX6GynAq2KTYSTVLkA6xz9qWRiiZ9rPZ0R NyapUeCWNlKzJkpv7eyFBqPZaBnZRoBnrRm4r/ee3UhNd+xqMkNSyi84fCVBATk2kCpMcVo0aMLUGquL2V0AEqpMbmVLQheItfXiaN84rnVryHy3L1No+jAMdwAmfgwRVU4R 5qUAcKT/AMr/DmjJwX5935mI+uOPnOEfyB8/kDf+KQmQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LlNOWUUcVAWgMwUuIb9RPtvQn1A=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krsq6EUoevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGJrtrki2Upb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDYR7vzZDJCxLBtXHdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnScKsrqNBaxagWome ARqxtuBGsliqEMBGsGw7up3xwxpXkcPZpxwnyJ/YiHnKKxkt/po5RIbohbcS+6pbJtM5Bl4uWkDDlq3dJXpxfTVLLIUIFatz03MX6GynAq2KTYSTVLkA6xz9qWRiiZ9rPZ0R NyapUeCWNlKzJkpv7eyFBqPZaBnZRoBnrRm4r/ee3UhNd+xqMkNSyi84fCVBATk2kCpMcVo0aMLUGquL2V0AEqpMbmVLQheItfXiaN84rnVryHy3L1No+jAMdwAmfgwRVU4R 5qUAcKT/AMr/DmjJwX5935mI+uOPnOEfyB8/kDf+KQmQ==</latexit>
  = 0.05
<latexit sha1_base64="sHghGhNIyUwo6PbCPjwKmCUZ8lc=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krui6EUoevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGJrtrki2Upb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDYR7vzZDJCxLBtXHdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnScKsrqNBaxagWome ARqxtuBGsliqEMBGsGw7up3xwxpXkcPZpxwnyJ/YiHnKKxkt/po5RIbohbcS+7pbJtM5Bl4uWkDDlq3dJXpxfTVLLIUIFatz03MX6GynAq2KTYSTVLkA6xz9qWRiiZ9rPZ0R NyapUeCWNlKzJkpv7eyFBqPZaBnZRoBnrRm4r/ee3UhNd+xqMkNSyi84fCVBATk2kCpMcVo0aMLUGquL2V0AEqpMbmVLQheItfXiaN84rnVryHi3L1No+jAMdwAmfgwRVU4R 5qUAcKT/AMr/DmjJwX5935mI+uOPnOEfyB8/kDguqQmw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sHghGhNIyUwo6PbCPjwKmCUZ8lc=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krui6EUoevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGJrtrki2Upb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDYR7vzZDJCxLBtXHdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnScKsrqNBaxagWome ARqxtuBGsliqEMBGsGw7up3xwxpXkcPZpxwnyJ/YiHnKKxkt/po5RIbohbcS+7pbJtM5Bl4uWkDDlq3dJXpxfTVLLIUIFatz03MX6GynAq2KTYSTVLkA6xz9qWRiiZ9rPZ0R NyapUeCWNlKzJkpv7eyFBqPZaBnZRoBnrRm4r/ee3UhNd+xqMkNSyi84fCVBATk2kCpMcVo0aMLUGquL2V0AEqpMbmVLQheItfXiaN84rnVryHi3L1No+jAMdwAmfgwRVU4R 5qUAcKT/AMr/DmjJwX5935mI+uOPnOEfyB8/kDguqQmw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sHghGhNIyUwo6PbCPjwKmCUZ8lc=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krui6EUoevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGJrtrki2Upb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDYR7vzZDJCxLBtXHdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnScKsrqNBaxagWome ARqxtuBGsliqEMBGsGw7up3xwxpXkcPZpxwnyJ/YiHnKKxkt/po5RIbohbcS+7pbJtM5Bl4uWkDDlq3dJXpxfTVLLIUIFatz03MX6GynAq2KTYSTVLkA6xz9qWRiiZ9rPZ0R NyapUeCWNlKzJkpv7eyFBqPZaBnZRoBnrRm4r/ee3UhNd+xqMkNSyi84fCVBATk2kCpMcVo0aMLUGquL2V0AEqpMbmVLQheItfXiaN84rnVryHi3L1No+jAMdwAmfgwRVU4R 5qUAcKT/AMr/DmjJwX5935mI+uOPnOEfyB8/kDguqQmw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sHghGhNIyUwo6PbCPjwKmCUZ8lc=">AAAB9HicbVBNSw MxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krui6EUoevFYwX5Au5TZNNuGJrtrki2Upb/DiwdFvPpjvPlvTNs9aOuDYR7vzZDJCxLBtXHdb2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNnScKsrqNBaxagWome ARqxtuBGsliqEMBGsGw7up3xwxpXkcPZpxwnyJ/YiHnKKxkt/po5RIbohbcS+7pbJtM5Bl4uWkDDlq3dJXpxfTVLLIUIFatz03MX6GynAq2KTYSTVLkA6xz9qWRiiZ9rPZ0R NyapUeCWNlKzJkpv7eyFBqPZaBnZRoBnrRm4r/ee3UhNd+xqMkNSyi84fCVBATk2kCpMcVo0aMLUGquL2V0AEqpMbmVLQheItfXiaN84rnVryHi3L1No+jAMdwAmfgwRVU4R 5qUAcKT/AMr/DmjJwX5935mI+uOPnOEfyB8/kDguqQmw==</latexit>
C
<latexit sha1_base64="Jm82uZKiBXeUE2vYnPJNj+iY2uc=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R 9BjMxWME84BkCb2TSTJkdnacmRXCkp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KlODG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bJkk1ZQ2aiES3IzRMcMkallvB2kozjCPBWtG4NvNbT0wbnsgHO1EsjHEo+YBTtE5qd8eoFPZqvVLZr/hzkFU S5KQMOeq90le3n9A0ZtJSgcZ0Al/ZMENtORVsWuymhimkYxyyjqMSY2bCbH7vlJw7pU8GiXYlLZmrvycyjI2ZxJHrjNGOzLI3E//zOqkd3IQZlyq1TNLFokEqiE3I7HnS55pRKyaOINXc3UroCDVS6yIquhCC5ZdXSfOyEviV4P6qXL 3N4yjAKZzBBQRwDVW4gzo0gIKAZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9F65qXz5zAH3ifP9rSj9U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jm82uZKiBXeUE2vYnPJNj+iY2uc=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R 9BjMxWME84BkCb2TSTJkdnacmRXCkp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KlODG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bJkk1ZQ2aiES3IzRMcMkallvB2kozjCPBWtG4NvNbT0wbnsgHO1EsjHEo+YBTtE5qd8eoFPZqvVLZr/hzkFU S5KQMOeq90le3n9A0ZtJSgcZ0Al/ZMENtORVsWuymhimkYxyyjqMSY2bCbH7vlJw7pU8GiXYlLZmrvycyjI2ZxJHrjNGOzLI3E//zOqkd3IQZlyq1TNLFokEqiE3I7HnS55pRKyaOINXc3UroCDVS6yIquhCC5ZdXSfOyEviV4P6qXL 3N4yjAKZzBBQRwDVW4gzo0gIKAZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9F65qXz5zAH3ifP9rSj9U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jm82uZKiBXeUE2vYnPJNj+iY2uc=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R 9BjMxWME84BkCb2TSTJkdnacmRXCkp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KlODG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bJkk1ZQ2aiES3IzRMcMkallvB2kozjCPBWtG4NvNbT0wbnsgHO1EsjHEo+YBTtE5qd8eoFPZqvVLZr/hzkFU S5KQMOeq90le3n9A0ZtJSgcZ0Al/ZMENtORVsWuymhimkYxyyjqMSY2bCbH7vlJw7pU8GiXYlLZmrvycyjI2ZxJHrjNGOzLI3E//zOqkd3IQZlyq1TNLFokEqiE3I7HnS55pRKyaOINXc3UroCDVS6yIquhCC5ZdXSfOyEviV4P6qXL 3N4yjAKZzBBQRwDVW4gzo0gIKAZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9F65qXz5zAH3ifP9rSj9U=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jm82uZKiBXeUE2vYnPJNj+iY2uc=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R 9BjMxWME84BkCb2TSTJkdnacmRXCkp/w4kERr/6ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KlODG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo6bJkk1ZQ2aiES3IzRMcMkallvB2kozjCPBWtG4NvNbT0wbnsgHO1EsjHEo+YBTtE5qd8eoFPZqvVLZr/hzkFU S5KQMOeq90le3n9A0ZtJSgcZ0Al/ZMENtORVsWuymhimkYxyyjqMSY2bCbH7vlJw7pU8GiXYlLZmrvycyjI2ZxJHrjNGOzLI3E//zOqkd3IQZlyq1TNLFokEqiE3I7HnS55pRKyaOINXc3UroCDVS6yIquhCC5ZdXSfOyEviV4P6qXL 3N4yjAKZzBBQRwDVW4gzo0gIKAZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9F65qXz5zAH3ifP9rSj9U=</latexit>
 t [s]
<latexit sha1_base64="+n2i9v0pS/APx9+hMWtqLF1AooU=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI eix68VjBfkATymS7aZfuJnF3Uyihv8OLB0W8+mO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIpypo0EYnqhKiZ4DFrGm4E66SKoQwFa4eju5nfHjOleRI/mknKAomDmEecorFS4A9QSiTGJ10d9CpVt+b OQVaJV5AqFGj0Kl9+P6GZZLGhArXuem5qghyV4VSwadnPNEuRjnDAupbGKJkO8vnRU3JulT6JEmUrNmSu/p7IUWo9kaHtlGiGetmbif953cxEN0HO4zQzLKaLRVEmiEnILAHS54pRIyaWIFXc3kroEBVSY3Mq2xC85ZdXSeuy5rk17+ GqWr8t4ijBKZzBBXhwDXW4hwY0gcITPMMrvDlj58V5dz4WrWtOMXMCf+B8/gAB5JGW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+n2i9v0pS/APx9+hMWtqLF1AooU=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI eix68VjBfkATymS7aZfuJnF3Uyihv8OLB0W8+mO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIpypo0EYnqhKiZ4DFrGm4E66SKoQwFa4eju5nfHjOleRI/mknKAomDmEecorFS4A9QSiTGJ10d9CpVt+b OQVaJV5AqFGj0Kl9+P6GZZLGhArXuem5qghyV4VSwadnPNEuRjnDAupbGKJkO8vnRU3JulT6JEmUrNmSu/p7IUWo9kaHtlGiGetmbif953cxEN0HO4zQzLKaLRVEmiEnILAHS54pRIyaWIFXc3kroEBVSY3Mq2xC85ZdXSeuy5rk17+ GqWr8t4ijBKZzBBXhwDXW4hwY0gcITPMMrvDlj58V5dz4WrWtOMXMCf+B8/gAB5JGW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+n2i9v0pS/APx9+hMWtqLF1AooU=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI eix68VjBfkATymS7aZfuJnF3Uyihv8OLB0W8+mO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIpypo0EYnqhKiZ4DFrGm4E66SKoQwFa4eju5nfHjOleRI/mknKAomDmEecorFS4A9QSiTGJ10d9CpVt+b OQVaJV5AqFGj0Kl9+P6GZZLGhArXuem5qghyV4VSwadnPNEuRjnDAupbGKJkO8vnRU3JulT6JEmUrNmSu/p7IUWo9kaHtlGiGetmbif953cxEN0HO4zQzLKaLRVEmiEnILAHS54pRIyaWIFXc3kroEBVSY3Mq2xC85ZdXSeuy5rk17+ GqWr8t4ijBKZzBBXhwDXW4hwY0gcITPMMrvDlj58V5dz4WrWtOMXMCf+B8/gAB5JGW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+n2i9v0pS/APx9+hMWtqLF1AooU=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI eix68VjBfkATymS7aZfuJnF3Uyihv8OLB0W8+mO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIpypo0EYnqhKiZ4DFrGm4E66SKoQwFa4eju5nfHjOleRI/mknKAomDmEecorFS4A9QSiTGJ10d9CpVt+b OQVaJV5AqFGj0Kl9+P6GZZLGhArXuem5qghyV4VSwadnPNEuRjnDAupbGKJkO8vnRU3JulT6JEmUrNmSu/p7IUWo9kaHtlGiGetmbif953cxEN0HO4zQzLKaLRVEmiEnILAHS54pRIyaWIFXc3kroEBVSY3Mq2xC85ZdXSeuy5rk17+ GqWr8t4ijBKZzBBXhwDXW4hwY0gcITPMMrvDlj58V5dz4WrWtOMXMCf+B8/gAB5JGW</latexit>
  = 0.005
<latexit sha1_base64="J+rKiYOBlzQQfCx2i9AwnZzAy24=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krui6EUoevFYwX5Au5bZNG1Dk90lySpl6f/w4kERr/4Xb/ 4bs+0etPXBMI/3ZsjkBbHg2rjut7O0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/slvb2GzpKFGV1GolItQLUTPCQ1Q03grVixVAGgjWD0U3mNx+Z0jwK7804Zr7EQcj7nKKx0kNngFIiuSJuxXXPu6Vy1jOQReLlpAw5at3SV6cX0USy0FCBWrc9NzZ+ispwKtik2Ek0i5GOcMDaloYomfbT6dUTcmyVHulHylZoyFT9vZGi1HosAzsp0Qz1vJeJ/3ntxPQv/ZSHcWJYSGcP9 RNBTESyCEiPK0aNGFuCVHF7K6FDVEiNDapoQ/Dmv7xIGqcVz614d2fl6nUeRwEO4QhOwIMLqMIt1KAOFBQ8wyu8OU/Oi/PufMxGl5x85wD+wPn8AfRAkNU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J+rKiYOBlzQQfCx2i9AwnZzAy24=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krui6EUoevFYwX5Au5bZNG1Dk90lySpl6f/w4kERr/4Xb/ 4bs+0etPXBMI/3ZsjkBbHg2rjut7O0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/slvb2GzpKFGV1GolItQLUTPCQ1Q03grVixVAGgjWD0U3mNx+Z0jwK7804Zr7EQcj7nKKx0kNngFIiuSJuxXXPu6Vy1jOQReLlpAw5at3SV6cX0USy0FCBWrc9NzZ+ispwKtik2Ek0i5GOcMDaloYomfbT6dUTcmyVHulHylZoyFT9vZGi1HosAzsp0Qz1vJeJ/3ntxPQv/ZSHcWJYSGcP9 RNBTESyCEiPK0aNGFuCVHF7K6FDVEiNDapoQ/Dmv7xIGqcVz614d2fl6nUeRwEO4QhOwIMLqMIt1KAOFBQ8wyu8OU/Oi/PufMxGl5x85wD+wPn8AfRAkNU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J+rKiYOBlzQQfCx2i9AwnZzAy24=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krui6EUoevFYwX5Au5bZNG1Dk90lySpl6f/w4kERr/4Xb/ 4bs+0etPXBMI/3ZsjkBbHg2rjut7O0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/slvb2GzpKFGV1GolItQLUTPCQ1Q03grVixVAGgjWD0U3mNx+Z0jwK7804Zr7EQcj7nKKx0kNngFIiuSJuxXXPu6Vy1jOQReLlpAw5at3SV6cX0USy0FCBWrc9NzZ+ispwKtik2Ek0i5GOcMDaloYomfbT6dUTcmyVHulHylZoyFT9vZGi1HosAzsp0Qz1vJeJ/3ntxPQv/ZSHcWJYSGcP9 RNBTESyCEiPK0aNGFuCVHF7K6FDVEiNDapoQ/Dmv7xIGqcVz614d2fl6nUeRwEO4QhOwIMLqMIt1KAOFBQ8wyu8OU/Oi/PufMxGl5x85wD+wPn8AfRAkNU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J+rKiYOBlzQQfCx2i9AwnZzAy24=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4Krui6EUoevFYwX5Au5bZNG1Dk90lySpl6f/w4kERr/4Xb/ 4bs+0etPXBMI/3ZsjkBbHg2rjut7O0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/slvb2GzpKFGV1GolItQLUTPCQ1Q03grVixVAGgjWD0U3mNx+Z0jwK7804Zr7EQcj7nKKx0kNngFIiuSJuxXXPu6Vy1jOQReLlpAw5at3SV6cX0USy0FCBWrc9NzZ+ispwKtik2Ek0i5GOcMDaloYomfbT6dUTcmyVHulHylZoyFT9vZGi1HosAzsp0Qz1vJeJ/3ntxPQv/ZSHcWJYSGcP9 RNBTESyCEiPK0aNGFuCVHF7K6FDVEiNDapoQ/Dmv7xIGqcVz614d2fl6nUeRwEO4QhOwIMLqMIt1KAOFBQ8wyu8OU/Oi/PufMxGl5x85wD+wPn8AfRAkNU=</latexit>
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Figure S5: (A) Decay of the charge of the pinned multi-quantum vortex (κC) for the different dissipation
constants given in the legend. Each curve represents the average of 10 runs with different initial conditions
constrained by the energy of the cluster. (B) Decay of the charge of the pinned multi-quantum vortex (κC)
as in (A), but here the time axis has been scaled by the dimensionless dissipation constant γ. All curves
fall on top of each other, highlighting the scaling of the dynamics with γ.
diffusion coefficient of approximately D ∼ 1× 10−16 m2 s−1.
S3.4 Expanding Vortex Clusters
We use the point vortex model described above to observe the evolution of the density distribution
of a vortex cluster initialised by a strongly non-uniform distribution. This simulation is used in
the following section (S4) to test a possible vortex decay scenario. In Fig. (S6) we show that
the density of a distribution of N = 1000 vortices very quickly becomes uniform across the
disc despite an initial Gaussian density distribution, indicated in the first panel of Fig. (S6). We
have performed similar simulations with initial density distributions corresponding to a ring or a
flat-top, and observed the same rapid evolution towards uniform density.
We next simulate the expansion of a vortex cluster under the influence of pinning sites. These
simulations are used in the next section to test an alternate vortex decay scenario. As previously,
we begin with a Gaussian density distribution of vortices, but phenomenologically include vortex
pinning within the point-vortex model. We model vortex pinning by asserting a mean-free-path,
`, associated to the likelihood of a single vortex becoming pinned. The probability of a vortex
‘surviving’ is assumed to be exponentially decreasing, and hence the probability of a vortex
becoming pinned is P (pin) = 1 − exp(−∆x/`), where ∆x is the distance travelled by the
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Figure S6: Vortex cluster (N = 1000) expansion from an initial Gaussian density distribution. Time
progresses from left to right, top to bottom as per the labels. Despite the non-uniform initial distribu-
tion, vortices arrange themselves in such a way that the cluster rotates as a rigid body, resulting in an
approximately uniform density at later times. This is supported by the insets in each figure, which show
the physical position of vortices in the disc tending towards a uniform density as the cluster begins to
crystallize.
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vortex2. Figure S7 shows that the density of a cluster of N = 100 vortices remains approximately
Gaussian for this situation, but become more spread out over the disc due to energy dissipation.
S4 Test of various decay models
Because the frequency splitting experienced by each third sound mode due to the presence of
a vortex is unique (see Figure 1 of the main text, and reference [5]), the ability to monitor the
splitting on multiple sound modes simultaneously allows us to infer spatial information about the
experimental vortex distribution. We show here how this capability enables us to discriminate
between several different vortex decay scenarios. We test four different scenarios which may
account for the experimentally observed decay of the frequency splitting (see sketches in Figure
S8(A)):
• Scenario 1. The experimentally observed splitting is initially due to a tight cluster of
same-signed vortices located at the center of the resonator. Such a distribution could be
initialized by a circular stirring of the superfluid film, resulting in a centripetal Magnus
force on one sign of vortices. After initialization, dissipation in the system will drive a
radial expansion of the tightly-packed cluster. As discussed in section S3.4, point-vortex
simulations reveal that a tight vortex cluster will rapidly relax into an expanding flat-top
(i.e. spatially uniform) distribution, irrespective of the initial cluster arrangement. This
flat-top expansion scenario is depicted on the blue resonator in Figure S8(A).
• Scenario 2. The experimentally observed splitting is due to a tight cluster of same-signed
vortices located in the center of the resonator, as in scenario 1. The difference here lies
in the presence of pinning sites (black stars) on the resonator surface. Expansion of the
tightly-packed cluster in the presence of pinning sites resembles diffusive Brownian motion
whereby vortices hop from pinning site to pinning site with a slow outward drift due to dis-
sipation (see individual vortex trajectory marked by black arrows). Under such conditions
the spatial probability density distribution of the expanding cluster can be approximated
by a Gaussian (see section S3.4 for further details and point-vortex simulations). This
2This simple model assumes an infinite pinning potential, such that once pinned, a vortex is permanently
immobilized. Other simulations with a critical pinning velocity below which a vortex gets pinned, which allow for
multiple pinning and unpinning events for each vortex, yield qualitatively similar results.
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Figure S7: Vortex cluster (N = 100) expansion from an initial Gaussian density distribution with vortex
pinning. Time progresses from left to right, top to bottom as per the labels. The pinning qualitatively
changes the dynamical evolution of the cluster compared to the no-pinning case (Fig. S6). The Gaussian
density profile remains approximately Gaussian throughout the simulation, with the standard deviation of
the distribution gradually increasing due to damping. Note that by t4, the cluster is essentially no longer
expanding. The choice of the mean-free-path l sets here the maximal cluster width before the vortices
freeze out.
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Gaussian expansion scenario is depicted on the green resonator in Figure S8(A).
• Scenario 3. The experimentally observed splitting is due to a macroscopic persistent
current around the pedestal at the center of the resonator (see discussion of the pinning
potential due to the pedestal in section S6). This persistent current then decays through the
slow shedding of same-sign vortices. Due to dissipation, these vortices will rapidly spiral
out of the resonator, such that the probability density can be modelled by a temporally
decaying delta function in the center of the resonator. Due to the strong potential energy
barrier for the vortex shedding process (see section S6.2), such a scenario is unlikely but is
nonetheless considered here for completeness. This persistent current decay scenario is
depicted on the orange resonator in Figure S8(A).
• Scenario 4. The experimentally observed splitting is due to a macroscopic persistent
current pinned by the pedestal at the center of the resonator, and a cluster of orbiting
free vortices of opposite sign. Such a distribution can be initialized by a superfluid flow
exceeding the critical velocity up the device pedestal, leading to the generation of pairs of
opposite-sign vortices. One sign pins to the pedestal while the other forms into a freely
orbiting cluster. After initialization, dissipation will cause the orbiting cluster to spiral
inwards, where it will annihilate with the persistent current on the pedestal. This vortex
dipole decay scenario is depicted on the purple resonator in Figure S8(A).
Each decay model is tested by comparing its predicted splitting on all sound modes to the
experimental data. The results of this comparison are shown in Figure S8 (B). We discuss here the
flat-top decay model as an example of how the RMS error is calculated. The flat-top distribution
is uniquely characterized by an initial vortex number and distribution radius. Looking at the
initial splitting of the five tracked sound modes, we find the combination of vortex number
and distribution radius which most closely matches the experimental results, and the associated
confidence intervals, as illustrated in Figure S9. This initial vortex number is then kept constant
throughout the fitting procedure, as the distribution expands with no annihilation events. At
all subsequent experimental time steps, the optimal radius which minimizes the RMS error is
inferred. The fitting procedure thus produces an estimate of the distribution radius versus time,
as well as an RMS error of the fitting procedure versus time, as plotted in the blue trace in
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Figure S8: A) Four different vortex decay scenarios. From left to right: flat-top (uniform density)
expansion of a vortex cluster (blue disk); Gaussian expansion of a vortex cluster with pinning sites (green
disk); decay of a macroscopic circulation through shedding of same-sign vortices (orange disk); decay of
a macroscopic vortex dipole consisting of a pinned macroscopic circulation (red) and a cluster of free
opposite-sign vortices (purple disk). The associated probability density is plotted above each scenario. (B)
Calculated RMS error of each decay scenario across the 360 s experimental duration. The trace colors
keep the same color scheme as in (A). At longer times, all scenarios converge towards a similar error as
the experimental splitting has almost entirely decayed and our approach loses its discriminating power.
(C) Experimentally-measured splitting of the five tracked sound modes ((1,3), (1,4), (1,5), (1,7) and (1,8))
(black squares) and simulated splitting corresponding to the four decay scenarios listed above. Each
scenario is identified by the same color code as in (A). Each sound mode is identified by its azimuthal
mode number m, e.g. ‘8’ corresponds to mode (1,8). Plots i, ii and iii correspond to the times indicated by
the dashed grey lines in (B).
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Figure S8(B). The calculation of the RMS error for the other decay scenarios follows a similar
approach. In scenario 3, the optimization is performed over N , the number of circulation quanta
around the pedestal. In the vortex dipole decay case (purple), since the vortex number is also
no longer constant due to annihilation events, the optimization at every time step occurs over a
two-dimensional space (vortex number and kinetic energy), as in the initial fitting step of the
flat-top distribution shown in Fig. S9.
All scenarios start with a tightly-packed initial vortex distribution or macroscopic circulation
at the center of the resonator. This is both because we expect the stirring process to generate
vortices at the top of the pedestal, where the superflow is fastest, and because the initial ratio of
the measured experimental splittings ∆fexp closely matches the theoretical splitting ∆fth ratios
expected from vortices positioned in the center of the resonator:
∆fexp,m (t = 0)
∆fexp,m′ (t = 0)
' ∆fth,m (r = 0)
∆fth,m′ (r = 0)
(10)
Here the subscripts m and m′ refer to different sound mode azimuthal orders, and ∆fth (r) refers
to the theoretically calculated vortex-induced splitting functions, as shown in Figure 1 of the
main text. These splitting functions are independently obtained through Finite Element Method
(FEM) calculation of the overlap between the vortex and sound flow fields [5].
We note that while all scenarios predict a decaying splitting of all sound modes, as observed
in the experiments, their relative influence on different sound modes is quite significant. This
is striking in Fig. S8C(ii) & S8C(iii), which show the predicted splitting on all five sound
modes at the times marked by the dashed grey lines in Fig. S8(B). We see that both expanding
cluster scenarios (flat-top in blue and Gaussian in green) predict similar splitting on all sound
modes —on the order of 0.8 kHz in (ii) and 0.3 kHz in (iii)— as the cluster expands. This is
in strong disagreement with the experimental data (black squares) for which the splitting is an
increasing function of mode number. This mismatch, visible in the much larger RMS errors
for these decay scenarios in Figure S8(B), illustrates how the ability to track the frequency
splitting of multiple sound modes simultaneously enables us to infer spatial information on the
experimental vortex distribution. We observe that the vortex-dipole scenario discussed in the
main text (purple) systematically provides the best agreement with the experimentally measured
splitting throughout the entire decay process.
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Figure S9: RMS error map for the flat-top distribution decay scenario, computed at t = 0. The labeled
shaded regions correspond to the one-, two- and three-σ standard deviation confidence intervals. The best
fit to experiment at t=0 is provided by 15 vortices near the disk origin in this scenario (red circle).
S5 Vortex pinning on surfaces
The presence of surface roughness on a substrate that is in contact with superfluid helium limits
the ability of vortices to move freely. Indeed, in thin superfluid films, strong pinning sites can
freeze out vortex motion altogether [19]. For example, surface roughness is thought to be the
primary cause of discrepancy between measurements of the vortex diffusivity around the BKT
transition [11]. It is for this reason that studies of vortex interaction, dissipation and diffusion are
critically dependent on surface quality.
The effect of surface roughness on vortex motion can be understood by considering the
case of a superfluid film residing on a smooth substrate with a defect in the form of a spherical
protuberance, as shown in Fig. S10(A) [20, 21]. From this simple picture, one can see that a
vortex confined to the defect will be in an energetically favourable state. Indeed, for a constant
film thickness d, a vortex located on the defect (center) will have less kinetic energy than one
located off the defect (right) due to its shorter length. This energy difference is associated to a
trapping potential, which naturally will grow with increasing defect size. Similarly, from this
simple picture one can see that for a given defect size, a thick film will lead to weaker pinning,
as the height difference introduced by the defect becomes proportionately smaller.
Depinning occurs when the forces acting upon the vortex due to the background flow exceed
the strength of the pinning potential. Clear signatures of depinning in superfluid films of thickness
3 nm have been reported, for example, in Ref. [19]. In that experiment, the frequency splitting
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Figure S10: (A) A simplified model of pinning due to a spherical defect in a thin film of superfluid helium
of thickness d. The vortex located on the defect (central dashed line) has less kinetic energy than one
off the defect (right), due to its reduced length. (B) Background flow velocity induced by N circulation
quanta trapped around the pedestal, versus radial offset from the disk center. The horizontal line indicates
a flow velocity of 0.2 cm/s.
of degenerate third sound modes is slightly reduced when “stirring” at flow velocities above
150 cm/s, but below the superfluid critical velocity. The observed change in splitting corresponds
to depinning of only a small fraction of the total number vortices, namely 102 − 103 compared
to 105, respectively. This observation suggests that those liberated vortices were attached to
weak pinning sites, while the remaining vortices were pinned to much stronger pinning sites,
which may be consistent with the comparatively larger surface roughness of their evaporated
gold substrate.
Here, we ascribe the lack of any apparent contribution of pinning to the vortex dynamics
to the combination of an atomically smooth surface and a relatively thick superfluid film. As
discussed in sections S3 & S4 and Figure 4 of the main text, our data supports a model for vortex
motion that is characterized by the decay of a vortex dipole down to a few remaining vortices
after a period of minutes. As the vortex dipole decays, the background flow velocity across the
disk decreases, as illustrated in Fig. S10b. The observed decay is consistent with point-vortex
modelling in the absence of pinning sites (see section S3), suggesting that pinning does not
play a significant role in vortex dynamics in this system. Towards the end of the experimental
run, the background flow induced by two vortices pinned to the pedestal creates flow velocities
below ∼ 0.2 cm/s over the majority the disk surface. Indeed, the free vortex cluster explores
these outer-parts of the disk because, as discussed in the main text, upon an annihilation event
the cluster moves towards the periphery. These very low depinning velocities correspond to
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extremely small surface defects, likely to be of comparable size to the vortex core, consistent
with the expected atomic-scale roughness of our commercially purchased silicon wafers.
S6 Pinning potential of the pedestal
While superfluid flow is purely irrotational, a superfluid may contain vorticity consisting of
irrotational flow around a topological defect in the film within which the vorticity is located
[22, 23]. This topological defect may take the form of an Angstrom-sized normal fluid core
in 4He, or circulation around a macroscopic barrier in a non-simply connected geometry. The
kinetic energy Ek associated with such a flow around a centred circular defect in a circular
domain of radius R is given by:
Ek,n =
1
2
ρs
(N κ)2
2pi
ln
(
R
a0
)
, (11)
with ρs the superfluid surface density, a0 the defect radius and N × κ the quantized circulation
around the defect, where κ = h/mHe = 9.98× 10−8 m−2s−1 is a single circulation quantum in
4He. Because circulation around a macroscopic barrier –such as the microtoroid pedestal (a0 =
rp ∼ 10−6 m) – clips the high-velocity region of the flow (see Figure S11), it is energetically
favourable compared to circulation around a vortex core in the film (a0 ∼ 10−10 m). This has been
observed in the stirring of superfluids in annular containers, where the vorticity preferentially
takes the form of persistent flow around the inner annular boundary, and vortices appear in the
fluid itself only for much larger rotation speeds [18, 24].
For our R = 30 micron resonator, with pedestal radius rp ∼ 1 µm, there is approximately
three times less energy in the flow for quantized circulation around the pedestal than around a
normal fluid core3. However, placing increasingly large circulation around the pedestal becomes
less advantageous as the energy cost of each additional circulation quantum Ek,N+1 − Ek,N
is boosted by 2N , with N the number of quanta already present, as shown in Equation (11).
This thereby provides an upper bound on the number of circulation quanta around the pedestal
before it becomes energetically favourable to shed these and form vortices in the fluid. In order
to quantitatively estimate the metastability of the pinning around the pedestal, we numerically
calculate the kinetic energy barrier for the shedding of vortices.
3The kinetic energy of a centred normal-fluid core vortex on a disk of radius R = 30µm is ∼ 1 × 10−20 J,
which corresponds to ∼2000 kB T (for T = 500 mK and a 10 nm thick film).
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Figure S11: Superfluid flow velocity as a function of the radial distance from the core, for a single circula-
tion quantum κ = h/m4 = 9.98× 10−8 m−2s−1 (blue line). By clipping the high-velocity component
of the flow field, quantized circulation around the micron-sized microtoroid pedestal (materialized by
vertical dashed gray lines), is energetically favourable.
S6.1 Flow-field calculation
There are two mechanisms through which the large quantized circulation may decay. First,
through the escape of vortices of the same sign as the circulation. Second, a negative vortex
may be generated at the resonator boundary and migrate inward, annihilating circulation on the
pedestal. We estimate the change in kinetic energy of the flow for these two processes.
The streamfunction Ψfree of a point-vortex on the underside of the toroid can be approximated
in cartesian coordinates by [5, 25–27]:
Ψfree ' κ
2pi
ln
((√
(x−X1)2 + y2
)
− ln
(√
(x−X2)2 + y2
)
+ ln
(√
x2 + y2
)
− ln
(√
(x−X3)2 + y2
)) (12)
Here X1 is the radial coordinate of the vortex (along the x axis), X2 =
r2p
X1
is the radial
coordinate of the opposite circulation image-vortex required to enforce no flow accross the
pedestal boundary and X3 = R
2
X1
is the radial coordinate of the opposite circulation image-vortex
required to enforce no flow across the resonator boundary, as shown in Figure S12. Because
there are two boundaries in the problem, these image vortices also require their own image
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Figure S12: (A) Flow streamlines of a point vortex (red dot) offset from the center inside a circular
domain (black circle). The no-flow boundary condition is enforced by the presence of an opposite signed
image-vortex outside the boundary (blue dot) [25]. (B) Flow streamlines of a point vortex (rightmost red
dot) outside a cylindrical obstacle (gray disk) in a 2D plane. The no-flow boundary condition is enforced
by an opposite signed image-vortex inside the obstacle (blue dot) and a same-signed image vortex in the
center of the obstacle (left red dot).
vortices, leading to an infinite series. However, for small values of rp  R, as is the case in our
experiments, the infinite series can safely be truncated after the first term, as in Eq. 12, while
conserving the absence of flow through the resonator and pedestal boundaries, as visible in the
calculated streamlines in Fig. S13 (a) and (b). The streamfunction Ψpedestal of the quantized
circulation around the pedestal is given by:
Ψpedestal =
N κ
2pi
ln
(√
x2 + y2
)
, (13)
with N the number of circulation quanta around the pedestal. The total streamfunction Ψtot
describing the combined flow is then simply Ψtot = Ψfree + Ψpedestal. From the streamfunction
Ψtot, the superfluid velocity components are given by:
vx =
∂Ψtotal
∂y
; and vy = −∂Ψtotal
∂x
(14)
The kinetic energy of a given flow field is obtained through numerical integration of the
calculated field (Eq. 14) over the annular region contained within rp < r < R.
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Figure S13: Two alternate decay scenarios for a large (κ  1) circulation trapped around the device
pedestal. (A) Positive vortex (red) ‘tearing off’ from the large positive pinned circulation around the
central pedestal (greyed-out region). Blue arrows display the flow streamlines calculated from Eq. (14).
(B) Incoming negative vortex (blue) annihilating with the positive circulation on the device pedestal.
(C) Calculated kinetic energy cost of the decay processes illustrated in (A) and (B), starting from a
positive circulation of 11 × κ around the pedestal. (red curve: escaping positive vortex; blue curve:
incoming negative vortex). The dashed red line marks the theoretical energy drop from the removal of
one circulation quantum. (D) Zoom-in of the region marked by an asterisk ’*’ in (C), highlighting the
potential barrier for the shedding of positive vortices. Solid red line and dashed red line show the potential
barriers starting from a positive circulation of 11× κ and 31× κ around the pedestal respectively. Greyed
out region marks the location of the pedestal.
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S6.2 Metastability of the pinned flow around the pedestal
Figure S13(A) and S13(B) illustrate two alternate decay scenarios for a large circulation trapped
around the device pedestal. First, a positive vortex (red) can be shed from the large positive
pinned circulation around the central pedestal. Second, a negative incoming vortex (blue) can
annihilate with the positive circulation on the device pedestal. The energy cost of both these
scenarios is illustrated in Figure S13(C). The red curve plots the energy difference between the
two following configurations:
• a positive circulation of 10κ on the pedestal and a point vortex of circulation κ at radial
coordinate x
• a positive circulation of 11κ on the pedestal
If the point vortex can move far enough away from the pedestal, this escape process is en-
ergetically favourable (∆E < 0), as the flow fields of the point vortex and the macroscopic
circulation no longer sum up constructively. However, as shown in Fig. S13(D), there is an initial
energy barrier on the order of several hundred kBT to do so. Indeed, in the initial stage of the
vortex shedding process the flow fields of the pinned circulation and the point vortex still add
up constructively, and do not offset the additional energy cost of the high velocity flow near the
normal fluid core, as shown in Fig. S11.
As discussed previously, the overall shape of the energy barrier will be dependent on the
number of pinned circulation quanta N . For increasing circulation around the pedestal the barrier
becomes narrower and shallower (dashed red line in Fig. S13(D)), but the conclusion remains
identical. While the lowest energy state of the system corresponds to no persistent current, a
large energy barrier (on the order of several hundred kB T for the vortex numbers present in
the experiment) explains why the circulation remains pinned around the device pedestal for the
duration of the experiment.
Similarly, the creation of a negative vortex on the device boundary also incurs a large energy
penalty due to the energy cost of the high-velocity region near the vortex core (see Fig. S13(C)).
Note however that for radial coordinates r < 18 µm, that energy cost is more than offset by
the cancellation of the pinned persistent current flow field, such that the negative point-vortex
introduces a negative kinetic energy to the system.
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